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Horse Illustrated Guides
Horse Safety is a guide to equine safety that gives reliable advice on understanding
equine instincts and moods, approaching a horse properly, leading, and working safely
around horses. The book gives an overall picture of good horsemanship and
emphasizes safe tying (including where to tie, how to use cross ties, and how to tie a
quick-release knot) as well as keeping a safe barn and preparing for emergencies. The
book also covers pasture safety and riding safety (in the arena and on the trail),
including how to find the proper fit for equipment and tack such as helmets and
saddles.
An amazing variety of horse breeds roam North America’s vast and geographically
diverse landscape. This detailed portable handbook celebrates the unique qualities of
96 regional breeds, from the sleek muscles of racing thoroughbreds and the stoic power
of draft horses to the easy gait of pleasure horses at your local farm. Fascinating facts
about each horse breed’s size, talents, and suitability for various types of work are
accompanied by full-color photographs in this fun and informative reference guide.
a directory-style approach covers the basics for everyday riding purposes and beyond,
including showing, dressage, jumping and racing.
Illustrated Guide to Equine Diseases covers an extensive range of diseases with over
one thousand color figures that provide equine clinicians with a multitude of diagnostic
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references. It covers diseases of the respiratory, gastrointestinal, nervous,
reproductive, ocular, musculoskeletal, urinary, integumentary, endocrine, and
cardiovascular systems, and provides readers with a clinical picture of each disease,
including a brief synopsis, presenting signs, and diagnostic procedures. It not only
examines diseases from a clinical approach, but also includes diagnostic modalities
such as radiology, nuclear scintigraphy, CAT scan, cytology, histopathology, and
postmortem findings.
Pain-Free Horse Riding
A comprehensive guide
An Illustrated Guide to Your Best-loved Breeds
An Illustrated Guide to Understanding Your Horse
The Illustrated Handbook to Owning and Caring for Your Horse
The Horse Illustrated Guide to English Riding
The author, a veterinarian, explains the whole process, step by step, from three weeks before
foaling, through the new baby's first twelve hours, along with a section on how to predict
when the foaling will occur. The book troubleshoots problems, explains why a problem has
occurred, and what must be done to correct it.
Advanced Western RidingFox Chapel Publishing
An incredible course in preventive and rehabilitative equine therapy techniques for horse
owners and professionals.
Train your horse to embrace a life around humans. Focusing on developing the skills vital for
every domesticated horse, this guide stresses the importance of creating an atmosphere
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where both trainer and horse can overcome fear and cultivate mutual respect. With a series of
tests to gauge your horse s knowledge and training exercises to enrich and strengthen your
horse s comfort around people, you can increase attentiveness, boost confidence, and help
your horse reach his full potential.
The Complete Illustrated Guide to Riding Tack
An Illustrated Guide to Horses
The Illustrated Guide to Dyslexia and Its Amazing People
An Illustrated Guide
An Illustrated Guide for the Foaling Attendant
The Horse Illustrated Guide to Buying a Horse
Get in the saddle and experience the thrills, challenges, and fun of Western
riding! In this comprehensive introductory guide, veteran trainer Charlene
Strickland covers everything from safe horse handling procedures and basic
Western riding techniques to stylish competition outfits. With plenty of
encouragement and a contagious passion, Strickland provides easy-to-follow
riding instructions along with expert advice on evaluating horses and appropriate
tack. You’ll soon be enjoying pleasurable rides both in the training ring and out on
the trail.
This book represents the first attempt in modern times to provide the horse owner
with a comprehensive guide to how the body systems of the horse work in health
combined with an exhaustive guide to their ailments. It is written in language
which can be understood by the layman and with the scientific accuracy
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necessary for students. Enabling the reader to find out fast the symptoms and
causes of problems, action to be taken, and the likely prognosis. The use of colour
for the first time in an equine veterinary book of this scope leads to a saving on
text and an expansion of understanding.
The 18th century was a wealth of knowledge, exploration and rapidly growing
technology and expanding record-keeping made possible by advances in the
printing press. In its determination to preserve the century of revolution, Gale
initiated a revolution of its own: digitization of epic proportions to preserve these
invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind. Now for the first time these
high-quality digital copies of original 18th century manuscripts are available in
print, making them highly accessible to libraries, undergraduate students, and
independent scholars. Medical theory and practice of the 1700s developed
rapidly, as is evidenced by the extensive collection, which includes descriptions of
diseases, their conditions, and treatments. Books on science and technology,
agriculture, military technology, natural philosophy, even cookbooks, are all
contained here. ++++ The below data was compiled from various identification
fields in the bibliographic record of this title. This data is provided as an
additional tool in helping to insure edition identification: ++++ National Library
of Medicine N001574 Collective titlepage in red and black. The second part, 'The
farrier's new guide, containing an .. account of all the diseases incident to horses',
London, W. Taylor, 1722, has its own titlepage and pagination; register is
continuous from that of the first part. London: printed by S. Palmer, for William
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Taylor, 1722. [16],109, [1];[2],260p., plates; 8°
A guide for learning how to handle, feed, and groom a horse.
An Illustrated Guide to Horse Care
Saddlery & Horse Equipment
Trail Riding
The Farrier's New Guide. Containing First, the Anatomy of a Horse, ... Illustrated
with Figures Curiously Engrav'd on Copper-Plates. Secondly, an Account of All the
Diseases Incident to Horses, ... the Third Edition Corrected. by W. Gibson
Horse Behaviour

Newly updated and extended, Advanced Western Riding joins the
experience and enthusiasm of equestrienne Kara L. Stewart with
the wisdom of Horse Illustrated to bring this definitive guide
to advanced western riders. The book goes beyond the
fundamentals to teach readers how to refine their riding
skills--from the right mental attitude to the proper seat and
hands to advanced schooling techniques and competitions.
Complete with step-by-step instructions, countless tips, fullcolor photos, and an easy-to-use glossary, this guide takes the
guesswork out of advanced western riding.
Since horses were first domesticated, man has taken pride in
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having such an ideal partner for both work and leisure, which
gives so much and asks for so little in return. Understanding
these wonderful animals a little more can only add to our
enjoyment of their presence in our lives.
Experienced equestrians cover the fundamentals of horsemanshipt
- from buying and caring for a horse to getting the most out of
tiem in the saddle. Complete with step-by-step instructions,
full-color photographs, and helpful glossaries, these
trustworthy little guides help riders establish and maintain
rewarding relationships with their horses.
Writing at the turn of the century, Francis T. Underhill
provided horse and carriage owners with a comprehensive
guidebook that described how a well turned-out carriage should
look and be handled. An expert in coaching and equipage,
Underhill wrote with enthusiasm and a thorough knowledge of the
subject, offering his readers a wealth of information about
horses, harnesses, coaches, stables, and liveries, as well as
useful "suggestions to the inexperienced." Republished now in
its entirety, this delightfully entertaining volume depicts in
more than 100 black-and-white captioned photographs of scores of
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vehicles: a "turned out" road coach, hooded gig, an elegant
George IV phaëton, a Paris lady's chaise, hansome cab, landau,
coupé d' Orsay, omnibus, depot wagon, buckboard, a smart "lady's
country trap," and many more. In addition to elegant carriages,
practical buggies, and cozy carts, this remarkable archive
provides a fascinating visual commentary on nineteenth-century
culture and life, recalled in vintage photographs of coachmen
and grooms, stable and coachroom interiors as well as "night and
dress clothing" for the properly accoutered horse. Reprinted
from a rare original edition published at the height of the age
of horse-drawn transportation, this authentic sourcebook will be
welcomed by model builders, transportation buffs, artists in
need of authentic period illustrations, and anyone interested in
the bygone era of leisurely pre-automobile travel.
The Complete Book of Foaling
A Training Guide to Developing a Confident and Safe Horse
The Illustrated Horse's Foot - E-Book
The Illustrated Guide To Horse Tack
Western Riding
Your Horse
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Recently updated and extended, The Horse Illustrated Guide to Western Riding
covers the fundamentals;from loping and galloping to trail riding and showing.
Complete with step-by-step instructions, countless tips, full-color photos, and an easyto-use glossary, this book takes the guesswork out of western riding.
The legendary George Morris share what he feels are the key points of riding,
training and horsemanship he has learned over the course of his illustrious career
with horses.
Each racing term has a witty illustration by Rosemary Coates. The facing page
explains in simple terms exactly what those mysterious racing terms mean. No
longer will you be out of the loop when the talk turns to: - Steeplechasers - Weighing
Rooms - Nursery Stakes - Maiden Stakes - A Weaver - A colt, a filly, a brood mare, - A
flying stallion - On the Nod - The Field - A Puller - Gone to Post - An Each-way Bet and
much, much more....
Tips for riders just starting out in English riding.
The World of Horses
Horse Racing Terms
An Illustrated Guide to Anatomy, Biomechanics, Massage, Stretching, and
Rehabilitation
The Classic Illustrated Guide to Coaching, Harnessing, Stabling, etc.
An Illustrated Guide to Prevention, Self-Care, and Injury Management for Riders of All
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Abilities
Storey's Illustrated Guide to 96 Horse Breeds of North America

Illustrated in full color throughout, this easy-to-use guide covers every
aspect of horsemanship from the everyday basics of horse care and
riding technique to more spectacular events such as show jumping,
racing and riding holidays.
An advanced rider, whether professional horseman, Olympic athlete, or
just a horse lover who has learned the fundamentals and go on to ride his
or her own horse, in the author’s view, “is someone who graps the idea
of good horsemanship and puts a great deal of time and effort into
developing his or her seat and position.” Advanced English Riding is
designed to helped riders develop those skills and to help them move on
to the next level of riding. Author Sharon Biggs, whose credits also
include The Original Horse Bible, shares her considerable experience in
English riding in this Horse Illustrated Guide that goes beyond the
fundamentals to refine the riding skills of hunter/jumper riders and
dressage riders, from improving seat and position to advanced schooling
techniques and participating successfully and joyfully in competitions.
This book offers step-by-step instructions and great advice for all
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English riders looking to develop, improve, or refine their skills in the
various aspects of this popular riding discipline. This extensive guide is
divided into 15 chapters and covers the following topics: honing the seat
and position, the half halt, riding within the gaits (transitions, stride
adjustment, collection, extensions, etc.), riding figures, lateral work,
cavalletti and group poles (for hunters, jumpers, and dressage), gridwork
(incorporating placing poles and cavalletti), cross-country jumping,
hunter courses, show jumping courses, advanced competition in
dressage, eventing, hunters, and show jumping, and more
From choosing equipment, to basic riding to competition, this book
covers it all. Beautifully illustrated with 1500 color photographs, this is
an essential guide for any horse person.
Achieve optimal results in equine foot care and treatment! The
Illustrated Horse’s Foot: A Comprehensive Guide uses clear instructions
in an atlas-style format to help you accurately identify, diagnose, and
treat foot problems in horses. Full-color clinical photographs show
structure and function as well as the principles of correct clinical
examination and shoeing, and a companion website has videos depicting
equine foot cases. Written by internationally renowned expert Christoher
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Pollitt, this resource enhances your ability to treat equine conditions
ranging from laminitis to foot cracks, infections, trauma, vascular
compromise, and arthritis. Comprehensive coverage addresses a wide
range of equine foot conditions. A unique collection of MIMICs provides
beautifully detailed anatomical hoof images. 284 high-quality images
show conditions of the equine foot, including many 2-D reconstructions
of MRI and CT data. Step-by-step case histories follow equine patients
from initial presentation through diagnosis to treatment and outcome. A
convenient, templated format provides quick access to clinical signs,
diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis. Expert author Chris Pollitt is a
pioneer in the use of advanced radiographic, CT, and MRI technology for
imaging equine foot and laminitis problems to facilitate accurate diagnosis
and effective treatment. A companion website located at
pollitthorsesfoot.com located at pollitthorsesfoot.com includes video clips
of equine foot cases.
Horse Breeds of North America
The Basics of Western Riding
Driving Horse-Drawn Carriages for Pleasure
The Illustrated Guide to Holistic Care for Horses
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An Illustrated Guide to Veterinary Care of the Horse
What Every Horse Should Know
Here is the definitive illustrated horse guide. Packed with more than 450 color photographs,
this guidebook shows you how to care for your horse. And all at an attractive price of $19.99.
Plus, the hardcover PLC binding is made to be used out in your barn or stable. This is the onestop book for all your equestrian needs: The 60,000 words of text and captions detail
everything you will need to know for selecting, buying, owning, feeding, grooming, and caring
for your horse—and more!
Recently updated and extended, Trail Riding joins the experience and enthusiasm of
equestrian Micaela Myers with the wisdom of Horse Illustrated to bring this definitive guide to
beginning trail riders. The book covers the fundamentals of America's #1 equestrian
pasttime;from picking out the right gear and training your horse for the trail to planning your
jaunt and learning proper trail manners. Complete with step-by-step instructions, countless
tips, full-color photos, and an easy-to-use glossary, this guide takes the guesswork out of trail
riding.
From the Pryor Mountain Mustang to the Tennessee Walking Horse, North America is home to
an amazing variety of horses. In this lavish, photograph-filled guide, Judith Dutson provides 96
in-depth profiles that include each breed’s history, special uses, conformation standards, and
more. You’ll learn about homegrown favorites like the Morgan, Appaloosa, and Quarter Horse,
as well as exotic imports like the Mangalarga Marchador and the Selle Français. Take a
continental horse tour without ever leaving your home.
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Recently updated and extended, The Horse Illustrated Guide to Caring for Your Horse covers
the fundamentals;from diet and health care to tacking and trailering your horse. Complete with
step-by-step instructions, countless tips, full-color photos, and easy-to-use glossary, this book
takes the guesswork out of caring for your horse.
The Illustrated Guide To The Morab Horse
The Horse Illustrated Guide to Caring for Your Horse
A Pocket Guide to Horses and Ponies
An Illustrated Guide to the Finer Points of Riding and Schooling the Jumping Horse
A Complete Guide
The George Morris Method

Experience the sheer joy of being one with your horse and one
with nature. When you're riding the trails with your horse, you
enjoy a refreshing feeling of freedom, the exhilaration of
exploration, and an invigorating escape from the demands of the
day. You're in control--as long as you can control the
1,000-pound creature you're riding. Trail Riding: A Complete
Guide takes you from the basics to more advanced trail riding
skills with information on: * How to choose a horse, including
basics on conformation * Finding the best trail-riding lessons,
tack, and equipment * Feeding, care, grooming, health care, and
stable management * Conditioning--for the horse and yourself *
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Trailering to trails * Advanced trail riding, including
information on camping with your horse, how competitive trail
riding is judged, and racing on the trail * Tips on how to find
the best trails, both locally and around the country This book
helps you develop the knowledge and skills that will give you a
leg up every time you climb in the saddle. You and your horse
will become the perfect pair for relaxing yet energizing
adventures off the beaten path.
Recently updated and extended, The Horse Illustrated Guide to
English Riding covers the fundamentals;from loping and galloping
to troubleshooting and showing. Complete with step-by-step
instructions, countless tips, full-color photos, and an easy-touse glossary, this book takes the guesswork out of English
riding.
Covers the fundamentals of Western riding, from loping and
galloping to trail riding and showing.
Discover why you have pain and tension, learn how they affect
your horse and riding, and master techniques for treating and
preventing pain and injury in the future. Pain-Free Horse Riding
is the first book to combine exercises for horseback riders to
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increase strength and flexibility and improve riding and address
the pain they suffer from and how to relieve it. Horse rider and
Myofascial Release therapist Nikki Robinson offers realistic
ways to improve common conditions--back and neck pain,
tendonitis, fibromyalgia, osteoarthritis, joint pain and
stiffness, and repetitive strain injury--without giving up the
activity you love. The book provides an introduction to fascia,
covers how your body reacts to injury, and addresses common
symptoms such as pain, tension, and inflammation. A key chapter
focuses specifically on riding posture--the position of your
head, shoulders, back, buttocks, and legs--including exercises
to solve your riding problems with myofascial techniques. Also
included are personal stories from riders who have had success
with these methods. The format of the book allows readers to
start at the beginning and read all the way through or to go
straight to the sections that address their particular
condition. There are cross-references throughout to direct
readers where to find additional information if they are
interested.
Advanced English Riding
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Advanced Western Riding
Horse Safety
A Practical Handbook of Riding and an Illustrated Guide to Tack
and Equipment
The Horse Illustrated Guide to Western Riding
Physical Therapy for Horses

This highly visual collection of riding exercises will build specific Western riding skills
and foster greater communication between horse and rider. Effective step-by-step lessons
feature a complete description of gaits and movements, purpose and benefits, analysis
and instructions, cautions, and tips for better performance.
Use this guide to weed out what dyslexia means for you and discover the tools you need
to blossom! Dyslexia comes to live with visual imagery and colourful text in this new
book on what dyslexia means, how it feels, what to do about it, and how to learn to
embrace it. There are advantages to being dyslexic, including an aptitude for design
literacy and innovative thinking, although these can be obscured by its challenges. This
beautifully designed book, complete with stunning visuals and gentle humour,
approaches the subject of dyslexia in a simple and encouraging way for all age groups.
By showing what dyslexia is and asking the reader how it applies to them, this book
offers a fun and engaging means of working out how dyslexia affects the individual
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specifically, with a multitude of learning tools and tips, and a gallery of inspirational
dyslexics who have used their particular skills to do something amazing with their lives.
English Riding
Caring for Your Horse
The Pocket Guide to 96 Essential Breeds
The Complete Horse & Rider
Western Practice Lessons
Illustrated Guide to Equine Diseases
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